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energy-efficient single flux quantum
circuits [1]-[3] have been identified as a promising
technology for the next generation high-end computing
systems [3], [4]. The design of energy-efficient computers
requires the development of high-density, low-power
cryogenic random access memories (RAMs) [5]-[9] and
register files [10] with short access and cycle times.
Typically RAM and register file are organized as a memory
cell matrix addressable using n-to-2n address decoders, where
n is a number of address bits. For the efficient design, the
decoder has to be low power and match dimensions (pitch) of
that of memory cell rows or columns as close as possible.
There are several known decoder design types implemented
using superconducting circuits: loop decoders, tree decoders,
NOR and NAND decoders [11]-[22]. The first decoder based
on energy-efficient ERSFQ logic [1] was described in [23].
This 4-to-16 bit decoder was implemented using Hypres 4layer process with 4.5 kA/cm2 critical current density,
occupied 0.7 x 1.8 mm2 and dissipated ~70 aJ per one address
decode operation. The pitch of output decoder rows was 50
UPERCONDUCTING

A. Decoder with Binary Tree Architecture
Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of the n-to-2n bit address
decoder with a binary tree architecture. It consists of n address
line drivers. In contrast to our previous decoder design with
n2n decoder cells [23], the binary tree architecture requires
only 2n-1 decoder cells. With energy efficiency being one of
the primary goals of this design, the binary tree approach has a
significant power scaling advantage (~ factor of n) comparing
to the previous matrix design.
When an address sequence (A0…An-1) arrives at the decoder,
its address line drivers produce complementary control dc
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I. INTRODUCTION

m. While this decoder design was successful, its complexity
and power scales as n2n. The pitch has to be further reduced to
match our design objectives for high-density memory
matrices.
In this paper, we present a new ERSFQ decoder based on a
binary tree architecture featuring 2n scaling and with
significantly more compact layout enabled by advanced
fabrication processes developed at Hypres and at MIT-LL.

Out 2n-1

Abstract—We report on the development of energy-efficient
decoders for cryogenic random access memory and register file.
To reduce the pitch, area, and energy, our decoder employs a
scalable binary tree architecture. We implemented these
decoders using ERSFQ logic controlled by magnetically coupled
address lines. These lines are driven by energy-efficient drivers
based on the current-stirring technique. A 4-to-16 version of the
decoder was laid out and fabricated in HYPRES 6-layer 10
kA/cm2 and MIT LL 8-layer 10 kA/cm2 processes with 15 m and
28 m decoder row pitch, respectively. The decoders were
designed to have ~ 30 ps latency and dissipate ~ 40 aJ per clock.
We experimentally confirmed the functionality of the circuits
with ±8% dc bias margins and verified its operation up to 13
GHz clock.
Index Terms—energy-efficient logic, random access memory,
cryogenic magnetic memory, RSFQ, SFQ.

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the binary tree decoder.
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currents for each input address bit. An address line driver [23]
comprises an ERSFQ D flip-flop with complementary outputs
(DFFC) that generates SFQ control signals for the dc-powered
current steering loop driver [22]. For each column of the
decoder, two complementary superconductive lines (An and
Ān) traverse the entire vertical dimension of the decoder
(Fig. 1). Each cell of the decoder cell tree is magnetically
coupled to one of the complementary lines. By commutating
An and Ān lines in the proper order, a unique combination of
control currents can be achieved to address all 2n outputs. This
addressing allows for the select signal to propagate to the
appropriate output, thus performing address decoding.
Similarly to the earlier demonstrated decoder [23], once the
address is set, the decoder settings do not change until another
address is applied, allowing this circuit to be used also as a
switch.
B. Decoder Cell
Fig. 2 shows a decoder cell based on SFQ switches
controlled by dc currents via magnetic coupling. Each decoder
cell (Fig. 2) consists of two dc-current driven SFQ switches.
Each switch is magnetically coupled to one of two
complementary lines. When the current is present in the line,
the switch is in ON position - the incoming SFQ pulse can
propagate through the switch. On the contrary, the absence
magnetically induced current puts the switch in the OFF
position, and the SFQ pulse escapes via the buffer junction.
Thus, the decoder cell commutates its input to one of two
outputs. When the corresponding address bit is “1” (line A is
carrying current), the cell sends the input SFQ pulse to its
output Out1. And when the address bit is “0” (line Ā is
carrying current), the cell sends the input SFQ pulse to its
output Out0.
Each decoder output from Out0 to Out2n-1 has a unique
combination of true and complement address lines, thus
connecting it to the input of the tree.
We estimate the energy consumption for a single address
change operation as
Es = δn∙L∙Ib22 + n∙Ib3∙0,
and for a single decoding operation:
Ed = (2n-1)∙Ib1∙0,
where

n – number of bits in decoder address (4)
δn – number of address bits that toggle (0-4)
Ib1 – dc bias current of a decoder cell (~0.8 mA)
Ib2 – dc bias current of a bit-line loop (~0.2 mA)
Ib3 – dc bias current for a DFFC and a driver (~ 1.0 mA)
L – inductance of the bit control line (~ 2n ∙ 6.0 pH)
This gives a total energy estimate Es + Ed for n = 4 (4-to-16
decoder) for a single operation as ~40 aJ.
The addressing time of the decoder (i.e., time of address
setting) is the time to charge/discharge current from control
lines, that is estimated as ~100 ps [23]. The select time is the
time delay for SFQ pulse propagating from input to output.
For n = 4 and at 10 kA/cm2 process, it can be estimated based
on our simulations as 30 ps at nominal bias. Therefore, the
total cycle time for decoder is ~ 130 ps.
III. LAYOUT
The important layout design requirement for the address
decoder is to match the decoder row dimension (vertical pitch)
to the vertical dimension of memory array row defined by
memory cell size. For magnetic RAMs (MRAMs), we are
working on the development of two different compact
memory cells based on magnetic storage elements: cryogenic
orthogonal spin transfer (COST) [6] or cryogenic spin-hall
effect (CSHE) [24]. To form an addressable memory cell, the
magnetic element is integrated with a three-terminal device, a
cell selector. We are using three-terminal superconducting
devices - nTron [25] and superconducting-ferromagnetic
transistor (SFT) [26]-[27] devices. The target dimension of
memory cells is a few microns. The initial versions of memory
cells are of the order of 10-20 m.
For register file, the size requirements are less stringent as
the register file memory cell size is typically larger. It is based
on a multiport ERSFQ flip-flop [10].
We developed two designs of our address decoders. The
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Fig. 3. (a) Micrograph of 4-to-16 bit decoder fabricated in HYPRES’ 6-layer
10 kA/cm2 process. (b) Zoom-in of sixteen decoder rows showing the pitch.
Fig. 2. Decoder cell symbol and schematics.
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architecture, smaller feature size and introduction of NbN x
HKI layer resulted in a ~6x area reduction when compared to
the decoder realized earlier [23]. Fig. 3(b) shows a closeup of
the output section of the decoder with sixteen output rows. As
one can see, the pitch of decoder outputs is 15 m - a
significant reduction from 50 m in [23] realized with
HYPRES’ legacy 4-layer, 1.0-m process with 4.5 kA/cm2
critical current density.
Fig. 4 shows a micrograph of the decoder test chip
fabricated using MIT-LL 8-layer Nb process. The decoder
occupies an area of 450 m x 400 m. This version of the
decoder utilizes 480 Josephson junctions. The pitch of the
decoder outputs was 28 m (see insert to Fig. 4 for more
details). A complete version of the decoder with the earlier
demonstrated current drivers [23] is being designed.

Fig. 4. Micrograph of a 4-to-16 bit decoder 5 x 5 mm2 test chip fabricated in
MIT LL 8-layer 10 kA/cm2 process with inset showing decoder area in
details.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Low-Speed Functionality Test
We have performed functionality testing of the decoder
matrix fabricated using MIT-LL process. The fabricated chips
were mounted in flip-chip cryoprobe. The chip was measured
at 4.2 K temperature with multilayer mu-metal providing
necessary magnetic shielding. Evaluation of 4-bit decoder
functionality and dc bias current margins measurements were
performed with multifunctional test system OCTOPUX [31].
We successfully tested the 4-to-16 bit decoder matrix. Fig. 5
shows the correct functionality of the fabricated decoder for
all possible 16 addresses. The pattern includes: (a) a test
pattern comprising a train of SFQ pulses (select) being sent to
the input; (b) the address control dc current patterns (A0, Ā0,

first design is targeting MRAM. It is laid out for the
implementation using HYPRES 10 kA/cm2 process [28],
which is an integral part of Integrated Memory Process (IMP)
[29]. The second design is done for a register file applications
and laid out for MIT-LL 10 kA/cm2 fabrication process [30].
Both fabrication processes feature the high kinetic inductance
(HKI) layer allowing the placement of the large ERSFQ bias
inductors under the cells to reduce the decoder cell area.
Fig. 3(a) shows a micrograph of the decoder composed of
540 Josephson junctions (including ERSFQ bias JJs)
fabricated using HYPRES’ 6-layer process. The decoder
occupies an area of 860 m x 240 m. The binary tree
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Fig. 5. Functionality test of the 4-bit decoder. Correct operation was verified for all various 16 addresses with dc bias current operational margins measured. The
red traces indicate select signal (select) and expected outputs (Out0 – Out15). The blue traces with dots are the measured decoder outputs via standard toggle flipflop SFQ/dc converters.
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A1, Ā1 A2, Ā2, A3 and Ā3) applied to provide all possible
addresses from 0 to 15; (c) sixteen outputs from the decoder
matrix being measured via standard toggle flip-flop SFQ/dc
converters. The measured output pattern confirms the correct
operation for all possible 16 addresses (from 0000 to 1111)
observed on all outputs from Out0 to Out15. The correct
operation was confirmed for this exhaustive address pattern
with bias margins ±8%.
For the ERSFQ circuitry the dc bias is provided by
Josephson transmission line through large superconducting
inductors. We estimate that FJTL should exceed ~25% of total
dc bias current [32]. The decoder with the larger FJTL has
already been designed for HYPRES 10 kA/cm2 6-layer
process with HKI NbN layer. Although, the introduction of the
feeding JTL reduced the overall energy-efficiency of the
stand-alone decoder by raising the required bias current with
~30% of total bias being drawn by FJTL; it is also resulted in
improvement of the operational bias margins. When decoder is
integrated into a larger circuit, e. g., into MRAM or register
file, the role of FJTL will be taken by other circuits such as a
clock distribution network.
B. High-speed test
In order to perform high-speed test, we employed a similar
to one demonstrated in [33], [34] technique. We apply a highspeed select signal from the high-frequency generator, while
the address switch was applied at fairly low speed. The output
data stream is monitored on toggling-type SFQ/dc converters

with two 8-channel oscilloscopes synchronized to the address
pattern generators. When the output is “0” with no pulses
coming to the converter, the output will be a static voltage
level either 0 or Vmax. Alternatively, if a high-speed stream of
SFQ pulses is coming to the converter, it oscillates with the
clock frequency resulting in average voltage level between
two voltage states at ~ Vmax/2. Using the low frequency
oscilloscope, the “0” will be represented with a double line,
and “1” – as a single “fat” line.
Fig. 6(a) shows the oscilloscope screenshot of the signals
applied to the A0, Ā0,… A3 and Ā3 address lines from eight
synchronized generators at 20, 10, 5 and 2.5 kHz, respectively.
The address pattern was similar to the one in Fig. 5.
Fig. 6 shows the correct operation of the 4-to-16 ERSFQ
decoder at 13 GHz clock frequency with the applied address
pattern shown in Fig. 6(a) (similar to one shown in Fig. 5).
Fig. 6(b) depicts the first eight outputs (Out0 - Out7)
monitored with an 8-channel oscilloscope. The similar pattern
was observed on the other eight outputs (Out8 - Out15) with
the correct phase shift relatively to the address pattern, i.e. the
phase shift between Out7 and Out8 was identical to the one
between any other two consecutive outputs. We should
mention, that the circuit under test was not adapted for highspeed testing, i.e. the input DC/SFQ converter was a lowspeed version and did not match the 50-Ohm impedance. With
upgrading DC/SFQ converter to its high-frequency version,
the maximum frequency at which the decoder is operating will
be increased above the tested 13 GHz.
V. CONCLUSION
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We have developed new decoder circuits using a scalable
binary-tree architecture optimized for perspective MRAM and
register file applications. We implemented two different
decoder designs using this architecture. The first design was
implemented using HYPRES Integrated Memory Process and
optimized to have a small vertical pitch of output decoder
rows to match dimensions of the word rows in MRAM. The
second design was implemented for MIT-LL process and
optimized for integration with a register file in a
microprocessor.
The common objective of both designs was to minimize
energy consumption. This was achieved using a spaceefficient current-steering addressing scheme dissipating no
power in static regime and requiring relatively small power
for the address change. The address decoding is done by the
controlled SFQ pulse propagation with power dissipation
typical for any ERSFQ circuit. The total energy consumption
of the demonstrated 4-to-16 bit decoder is 40 aJ per address
decoding operation.
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Fig. 6. High-speed test of the decoder. a) Signals applied to the A0, Ā0… A3
and Ā3 address lines from 8 synchronized generators. b) A 13-GHz test of
the 4-to-16 ERSFQ decoder with first 8 output being shown
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